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Deep Roots
The first volume to investigate the accountability and relevance of African American political organizations
since the end of the modern Civil Rights Movement in 1968

Working with Political Science Research Methods
Practice makes perfect. This new, Fifth Edition of Working with Political Science Research Methods
continues to support student learning by offering the perfect opportunity to practice each of the methods
presented in the core text. Designed to be paired with the Political Science Research Methods 9th edition
chapter-for-chapter, the workbook breaks out each aspect of the research process into manageable parts and
features new exercises and updated data sets. More than half of the book′s exercises are new or updated and
feature more international examples, greater focus on qualitative research methods, and directly correlates
with the text′s more condensed layout. A solutions manual with answers to the workbook is available to
adopters.

Writing a Research Paper in Political Science
This is a comprehensive guide to contemporary research design in Political Science introducing a wide range
of cutting-edge research models and examining their respective implications.

Encyclopedia of Survey Research Methods
While heated arguments between practitioners of qualitative and quantitative research have begun to test the
very integrity of the social sciences, Gary King, Robert Keohane, and Sidney Verba have produced a
farsighted and timely book that promises to sharpen and strengthen a wide range of research performed in
this field. These leading scholars, each representing diverse academic traditions, have developed a unified
approach to valid descriptive and causal inference in qualitative research, where numerical measurement is
either impossible or undesirable. Their book demonstrates that the same logic of inference underlies both
good quantitative and good qualitative research designs, and their approach applies equally to each.
Providing precepts intended to stimulate and discipline thought, the authors explore issues related to framing
research questions, measuring the accuracy of data and uncertainty of empirical inferences, discovering
causal effects, and generally improving qualitative research. Among the specific topics they address are
interpretation and inference, comparative case studies, constructing causal theories, dependent and
explanatory variables, the limits of random selection, selection bias, and errors in measurement.
Mathematical notation is occasionally used to clarify concepts, but no prior knowledge of mathematics or
statistics is assumed. The unified logic of inference that this book explicates will be enormously useful to
qualitative researchers of all traditions and substantive fields.

Designing Social Inquiry
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In this new edition of his critically acclaimed book, Jon Elster examines the nature of social behavior,
proposing choice as the central concept of the social sciences. Extensively revised throughout, the book
offers an overview of key explanatory mechanisms, drawing on many case studies and experiments to explore
the nature of explanation in the social sciences; an analysis of the mental states - beliefs, desires, and
emotions - that are precursors to action; a systematic comparison of rational-choice models of behavior with
alternative accounts, and a review of mechanisms of social interaction ranging from strategic behavior to
collective decision making. A wholly new chapter includes an exploration of classical moralists and Proust in
charting mental mechanisms operating 'behind the back' of the agent, and a new conclusion points to the
pitfalls and fallacies in current ways of doing social science, proposing guidelines for more modest and more
robust procedures.

Writing a Research Paper in Political Science
The United States was once seen as a land of broad consensus and pragmatic politics. Sharp ideological
differences were largely absent. But today politics in America is dominated by intense party polarization and
limited agreement among legislative representatives on policy problems and solutions. Americans pride
themselves on their community spirit, civic engagement, and dynamic society. Yet, as the editors of this
volume argue, we are handicapped by our national political institutions, which often— but not always—stifle
the popular desire for policy innovation and political reforms. Political Negotiation: A Handbook explores
both the domestic and foreign political arenas to understand the problems of political negotiation. The editors
and contributors share lessons from success stories and offer practical advice for overcoming polarization. In
deliberative negotiation, the parties share information, link issues, and engage in joint problem solving. Only
in this way can they discover and create possibilities, and use their collective intelligence for the good of
citizens of both parties and for the country.

Advocacy Organizations and Collective Action
Students can easily misstep when they first begin to do research. Leanne C. Powner’s new title Empirical
Research and Writing: A Student′s Practical Guide provides valuable advice and guidance on conducting and
writing about empirical research. Chapter by chapter, students are guided through the key steps in the
research process. Written in a lively and engaging manner and with a dose of humor, this practical text
shows students exactly how to choose a research topic, conduct a literature review, make research design
decisions, collect and analyze data, and then write up and present the results. The book′s approachable style
and just-in-time information delivery make it a text students will want to read, and its wide-ranging and
surprisingly sophisticated coverage will make it an important resource for their later coursework.

Catalogue
This report is designed to provide Congress with a perspective on the contemporary political system of China,
the only Communist Party-led authoritarian state in the G-20 grouping of major economies. China's
Communist Party dominates state and society in China, is committed to maintaining a permanent monopoly
on power, and is intolerant of those who question its right to rule. Nonetheless, analysts consider China's
political system to be neither monolithic nor rigidly hierarchical. Jockeying among leaders and institutions
representing different sets of interests is common at every level of the system.

Self-Organizing Federalism
Contributors: Joseph Ali, JD; Anne Barnhill, PhD; Anita Cicero, JD; Katelyn Esmonde, PhD; Amelia Hood, MA;
Brian Hutler, Phd, JD; Jeffrey P. Kahn, PhD, MPH; Alan Regenberg, MBE; Crystal Watson, DrPH, MPH;
Matthew Watson; Robert Califf, MD, MACC; Ruth Faden, PhD, MPH; Divya Hosangadi, MSPH; Nancy Kass,
ScD; Alain Labrique, PhD, MHS, MS; Deven McGraw, JD, MPH, LLM; Michelle Mello, JD, PhD; Michael
Parker, BEd (Hons), MA, PhD; Stephen Ruckman, JD, MSc, MAR; Lainie Rutkow, JD, MPH, PhD; Josh
Sharfstein, MD; Jeremy Sugarman, MD, MPH, MA; Eric Toner, MD; Mar Trotochaud, MSPH; Effy Vayena,
PhD; Tal Zarsky, JSD, LLM, LLB

Political Negotiation
This book investigates self-organizing institutions that resolve institutional collective action dilemmas in
federalism, urban governance, and regional management of natural resources.
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The Community College Social Science Journal
Understand the “how” and the “why” behind research in political science. Political Science Research
Methods by Janet Buttolph Johnson, H. T. Reynolds, and Jason D. Mycoff helps you to understand the logic
behind research design by guiding you through a step-by-step process that explains when and why a
researcher would pursue different kinds of methods. The highly anticipated Ninth Edition of this trusted
resource provides more international examples, an increased focus on the role ethics play in the research
process, increased attention to qualitative research methods, and expanded coverage on the role of the
internet in research and analysis.

Political Science Research Methods
Population-Based Survey Experiments
Even students capable of writing excellent essays still find their first major political science research paper
an intimidating experience. Crafting the right research question, finding good sources, properly summarizing
them, operationalizing concepts and designing good tests for their hypotheses, presenting and analyzing
quantitative as well as qualitative data are all tough-going without a great deal of guidance and
encouragement. Writing a Research Paper in Political Science breaks down the research paper into its
constituent parts and shows students what they need to do at each stage to successfully complete each
component until the paper is finished. Practical summaries, recipes for success, worksheets, exercises, and a
series of handy checklists make this a must-have supplement for any writing-intensive political science
course. New to the Fourth Edition: A non-causal research paper woven throughout the text offers explicit
advice to guide students through the research and writing process. Updated and more detailed discussions of
plagiarism, paraphrases, "drop-ins," and "transcripts" help to prevent students from misusing sources in a
constantly changing digital age. A more detailed discussion of "fake news" and disinformation shows students
how to evaluate and choose high quality sources, as well as how to protect oneself from being fooled by bad
sources. Additional guidance for writing abstracts and creating presentations helps students to understand
the logic behind abstracts and prepares students for presentations in the classroom, at a conference, and
beyond. A greater emphasis on the value of qualitative research provides students with additional instruction
on how to do it.

Understanding China's Political System
Empirical Research and Writing
Council on Foreign Relations
"Stephen Van Evera's Guide to Methods makes an important contribution toward improving the use of case
studies for theory development and testing in the social sciences. His trenchant and concise views on issues
ranging from epistemology to specific research techniques manage to convey not only the methods but the
ethos of research. This book is essential reading for social science students at all levels who aspire to conduct
rigorous research."—Alexander L. George, Stanford University, and Andrew Bennett, Georgetown University
"Van Evera has a keen awareness of the questions that arise in every phase of the political science research
project—from initial conception to final presentation. Although others may not agree with all of his specific
advice, all will appreciate his user-friendly introduction to what is sometimes seen as an abstract and difficult
topic."—Timothy J. McKeown, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill For the last few years, Stephen Van
Evera has greeted new graduate students at MIT with a commonsense introduction to qualitative methods in
the social sciences. His helpful hints, always warmly received, grew from a handful of memos to an
underground classic primer. That primer has now evolved into a book of how-to information about graduate
study, which is essential reading for graduate students and undergraduates in political science, sociology,
anthropology, economics, and history—and for their advisers.

Annual Catalogue
In conjunction with top survey researchers around the world and with Nielsen Media Research serving as the
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corporate sponsor, the Encyclopedia of Survey Research Methods presents state-of-the-art information and
methodological examples from the field of survey research. Although there are other "how-to" guides and
references texts on survey research, none is as comprehensive as this Encyclopedia, and none presents the
material in such a focused and approachable manner. With more than 600 entries, this resource uses a Total
Survey Error perspective that considers all aspects of possible survey error from a cost-benefit standpoint.

Black Political Organizations in the Post-civil Rights Era
Americans have always put the past to political ends. The Union laid claim to the Revolution--so did the
Confederacy. Civil rights leaders said they were the true sons of liberty--so did Southern segregationists. This
book tells the story of the centuries-long struggle over the meaning of the nation's founding, including the
battle waged by the Tea Party, Glenn Beck, Sarah Palin, and evangelical Christians to "take back America."
Jill Lepore, Harvard historian and New Yorker staff writer, offers a careful and concerned look at American
history according to the far right, from the "rant heard round the world," which launched the Tea Party, to
the Texas School Board's adoption of a social-studies curriculum that teaches that the United States was
established as a Christian nation. Along the way, she provides rare insight into the eighteenth-century
struggle for independence--a history of the Revolution, from the archives. Lepore traces the roots of the far
right's reactionary history to the bicentennial in the 1970s, when no one could agree on what story a divided
nation should tell about its unruly beginnings. Behind the Tea Party's Revolution, she argues, lies a nostalgic
and even heartbreaking yearning for an imagined past--a time less troubled by ambiguity, strife, and
uncertainty--a yearning for an America that never was. The Whites of Their Eyes reveals that the far right has
embraced a narrative about America's founding that is not only a fable but is also, finally, a variety of
fundamentalism--anti-intellectual, antihistorical, and dangerously antipluralist. In a new afterword, Lepore
addresses both the recent shift in Tea Party rhetoric from the Revolution to the Constitution and the
diminished role of scholars as political commentators over the last half century of public debate.

The Craft of Research, 2nd edition
Three nations in similar economic situations since the 1970s have pursued different monetary strategies.
Walsh argues that monetary policies produce predictable winners and losers, and that policy choice is a
function of how industrial firms, banks and unions use their political resources.

Plan of Attack
Writing Literature Reviews
The lasting effects of slavery on contemporary political attitudes in the American South Despite dramatic
social transformations in the United States during the last 150 years, the South has remained staunchly
conservative. Southerners are more likely to support Republican candidates, gun rights, and the death
penalty, and southern whites harbor higher levels of racial resentment than whites in other parts of the
country. Why haven't these sentiments evolved? Deep Roots shows that the entrenched views of white
southerners are a direct consequence of the region's slaveholding history. Today, southern whites who live in
areas once reliant on slavery—compared to areas that were not—are more racially hostile and less amenable
to policies that could promote black progress. A groundbreaking look at the ways institutions of the past
continue to sway attitudes of the present, Deep Roots demonstrates how social beliefs persist long after the
formal policies that created those beliefs have been eradicated.

Catalogue for
After Capitalism
Population-based survey experiments have become an invaluable tool for social scientists struggling to
generalize laboratory-based results, and for survey researchers besieged by uncertainties about causality.
Thanks to technological advances in recent years, experiments can now be administered to random samples
of the population to which a theory applies. Yet until now, there was no self-contained resource for social
scientists seeking a concise and accessible overview of this methodology, its strengths and weaknesses, and
the unique challenges it poses for implementation and analysis. Drawing on examples from across the social
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sciences, this book covers everything you need to know to plan, implement, and analyze the results of
population-based survey experiments. But it is more than just a "how to" manual. This lively book challenges
conventional wisdom about internal and external validity, showing why strong causal claims need not come at
the expense of external validity, and how it is now possible to execute experiments remotely using large-scale
population samples. Designed for social scientists across the disciplines, Population-Based Survey
Experiments provides the first complete introduction to this methodology. Offers the most comprehensive
treatment of the subject Features a wealth of examples and practical advice Reexamines issues of internal
and external validity Can be used in conjunction with downloadable data from ExperimentCentral.org for
design and analysis exercises in the classroom

How to Read Journal Articles in the Social Sciences
Research Design in Political Science
The Whites of Their Eyes
Even students capable of writing excellent essays still find their first major political science research paper
an intimidating experience. Crafting the right research question, finding good sources, properly summarizing
them, operationalizing concepts and designing good tests for their hypotheses, presenting and analyzing
quantitative as well as qualitative data are all tough-going without a great deal of guidance and
encouragement. Writing a Research Paper in Political Science breaks down the research paper into its
constituent parts and shows students what they need to do at each stage to successfully complete each
component until the paper is finished. Practical summaries, recipes for success, worksheets, exercises, and a
series of handy checklists make this a must-have supplement for any writing-intensive political science
course. New to the Fourth Edition: A non-causal research paper woven throughout the text offers explicit
advice to guide students through the research and writing process. Updated and more detailed discussions of
plagiarism, paraphrases, "drop-ins," and "transcripts" help to prevent students from misusing sources in a
constantly changing digital age. A more detailed discussion of "fake news" and disinformation shows students
how to evaluate and choose high quality sources, as well as how to protect oneself from being fooled by bad
sources. Additional guidance for writing abstracts and creating presentations helps students to understand
the logic behind abstracts and prepares students for presentations in the classroom, at a conference, and
beyond. A greater emphasis on the value of qualitative research provides students with additional instruction
on how to do it.

The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order
A supplementary reader for Canadian Politics. This collection of twenty-three articles by leading Canadian
scholars provides a comprehensive supplementary text for Canadian Politics courses. Re-Inventing Canada
addresses the major issues that define Canada's current political culture, including globalization, race,
disability, immigration, environment, and foreign policy. While the articles cover a wide range of topics,
editors Janine Brodie and Linda Trimble provide students with a detailed overview of the overriding theme of
"re-inventing Canada." Furthermore, Brodie and Trimble have carefully organized the selection of articles
according to the following subsections: Re-Thinking Community, Re-Casting Identities and Citizenship, ReInventing Governance, and Re-Drawing Boundaries.

Reinventing Canada
Since 1995, more than 150,000 students and researchers have turned to The Craft of Research for clear and
helpful guidance on how to conduct research and report it effectively . Now, master teachers Wayne C.
Booth, Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. Williams present a completely revised and updated version of their
classic handbook. Like its predecessor, this new edition reflects the way researchers actually work: in a
complex circuit of thinking, writing, revising, and rethinking. It shows how each part of this process
influences the others and how a successful research report is an orchestrated conversation between a
researcher and a reader. Along with many other topics, The Craft of Research explains how to build an
argument that motivates readers to accept a claim; how to anticipate the reservations of thoughtful yet
critical readers and to respond to them appropriately; and how to create introductions and conclusions that
answer that most demanding question, "So what?" Celebrated by reviewers for its logic and clarity, this
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popular book retains its five-part structure. Part 1 provides an orientation to the research process and begins
the discussion of what motivates researchers and their readers. Part 2 focuses on finding a topic, planning
the project, and locating appropriate sources. This section is brought up to date with new information on the
role of the Internet in research, including how to find and evaluate sources, avoid their misuse, and test their
reliability. Part 3 explains the art of making an argument and supporting it. The authors have extensively
revised this section to present the structure of an argument in clearer and more accessible terms than in the
first edition. New distinctions are made among reasons, evidence, and reports of evidence. The concepts of
qualifications and rebuttals are recast as acknowledgment and response. Part 4 covers drafting and revising,
and offers new information on the visual representation of data. Part 5 concludes the book with an updated
discussion of the ethics of research, as well as an expanded bibliography that includes many electronic
sources. The new edition retains the accessibility, insights, and directness that have made The Craft of
Research an indispensable guide for anyone doing research, from students in high school through advanced
graduate study to businesspeople and government employees. The authors demonstrate convincingly that
researching and reporting skills can be learned and used by all who undertake research projects. New to this
edition: Extensive coverage of how to do research on the internet, including how to evaluate and test the
reliability of sources New information on the visual representation of data Expanded bibliography with many
electronic sources

Explaining Social Behavior
The destruction of a Russian air base by robotic U.S. warplanes has reawakenedthe bear -- and America must
pay a terrible price. In retaliation, Russia's leader launches the most devastating military sneak attack since
Pearl Harbor, decimating America's strategic air forces. Now an embattled U.S. president must choose
between two horrific scenarios: a cease-fire on the enemy's terms or respond with every weapon in the
nation's arsenal, possibly triggering global thermonuclear war. Disgraced and demoted to a desk job, aerial
warfare expert Brigadier General Patrick McLanahan saw the nightmare coming -- and only he can stop the
relentless Russian war machine. But the fight for the future must take place in the blazing skies, a battlefield
off-limits to the discredited former commander of Air Battle Force unless McLanahan takes matters into his
own hands.

MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers
Political Science
• Guides students in the preparation of literature reviews for term projects, theses, and dissertations. • Most
chapters are conveniently divided into easy-to-follow guidelines, sequential steps, or checklists. Numerous
examples throughout the book show students what should and should not be done when writing reviews. •
Emphasizes critical analysis of reports of empirical research in academic journals—making it ideal as a
supplement for research methods courses. This book makes it possible for students to work independently on
a critical literature review as a term project. • Nine model literature reviews at the end of the book provide
the stimulus for homework assignments and classroom discussions. • The activities at the end of each
chapter keep students moving toward their goal of writing a polished, professional review of academic
literature. • Most examples include material from recently published research. Includes nine model literature
reviews for discussion and evaluation.

Digital Contact Tracing for Pandemic Response
Advocacy organizations are viewed as actors motivated primarily by principled beliefs. This volume outlines a
new agenda for the study of advocacy organizations, proposing a model of NGOs as collective actors that
seek to fulfil normative concerns and instrumental incentives, face collective action problems, and compete
as well as collaborate with other advocacy actors. The analogy of the firm is a useful way of studying
advocacy actors because individuals, via advocacy NGOs, make choices which are analytically similar to those
that shareholders make in the context of firms. The authors view advocacy NGOs as special types of firms
that make strategic choices in policy markets which, along with creating public goods, support organizational
survival, visibility, and growth. Advocacy NGOs' strategy can therefore be understood as a response to
opportunities to supply distinct advocacy products to well-defined constituencies, as well as a response to
normative or principled concerns.
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United States Air Force Academy
Since first published in 2002, After Capitalism has offered students and political activists alike a coherent
vision of a viable and desirable alternative to capitalism. David Schweickart calls this system Economic
Democracy, a successor-system to capitalism which preserves the efficiency strengths of a market economy
while extending democracy to the workplace and to the structures of investment finance. In the second
edition, Schweickart recognizes that increased globalization of companies has created greater than ever
interdependent economies and the debate about the desirability of entrepreneurship is escalating. The new
edition includes a new preface, completely updated data, reorganized chapters, and new sections on the
economic instability of capitalism, the current economic crisis, and China. Drawing on both theoretical and
empirical research, Schweickart shows how and why this model is efficient, dynamic, and applicable in the
world today.

Guide to Methods for Students of Political Science
When President Eisenhower identified the "military-industrial complex" as a powerful component of political
and economic life in the United States, he also warned against feeding it too much power. That balance
continues to be a hot debate. Where will readers stand on using military spending to fuel economic growth or
limiting that spending to leave room for social programs? Should we be bolstering geopolitical power with
military strength or limiting military spending in order to combat wasteful budgets? From drones to the F-35
Joint Strike Fighter to cyberoperations, this reporting reveals the extent of military spending and the complex
political problems associated with controlling it. Beyond the text, features to further challenge readers
include media literacy terms and questions.

Life Without Principle
Provides guidelines and examples for handling research, outlining, spelling, punctuation, formatting, and
documentation.

Proceedings
The Oxford Handbooks of Political Science are the essential guide to the state of political science today. With
engaging contributions from major international scholars The Oxford Handbook of Political Methodology
provides the key point of reference for anyone working throughout the discipline.

European Monetary Integration & Domestic Politics
Military Spending
Lecturers, request your electronic inspection copy here This superb guide teaches you how to read critically.
Its no-nonsense, practical approach uses a specially developed reading code to help you read articles for your
research project; this simple code enables you to decipher journal articles structurally, mechanically and
grammatically. Refreshingly free of jargon and written with you in mind, it’s packed full of interdisciplinary
advice that helps you to decode and critique academic writing. The author’s fuss free approach will improve
your performance, boost your confidence and help you to: Read and better understand content Take relevant
effective notes Manage large amounts of information in an easily identifiable and retrievable format Write
persuasively using formal academic language and style. New to this edition: Additional examples across a
range of subjects, including education, health and sociology as well as criminology Refined terminology for
students in the UK, as well as around the world More examples dealing specifically with journal articles.
Clear, focused and practical this handy guide is a great resource for helping you sharpen your use of journal
articles and improve your academic writing skills. ‘I have used the book over the last five years with my
students with great success. The book has helped students to develop their critical thinking, reading and
writing skills and when it comes to writing a dissertation they have used the code sheet in their own writing.’
- Pete Allison, Head of the Graduate School of Education, University of Edinburgh SAGE Study Skills are
essential study guides for students of all levels. From how to write great essays and succeeding at university,
to writing your undergraduate dissertation and doing postgraduate research, SAGE Study Skills help you get
the best from your time at university. Visit the SAGE Study Skills hub for tips, resources and videos on study
success!
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Whatever it Takes
Argues that the real contest for political power in 1996 was not the presidential election, but the fight for
control of the House of Representatives

The Oxford Handbook of Political Methodology
The classic study of post-Cold War international relations, more relevant than ever in the post-9/11 world,
with a new foreword by Zbigniew Brzezinski. Since its initial publication, The Clash of Civilizations and the
Remaking of World Order has become a classic work of international relations and one of the most influential
books ever written about foreign affairs. An insightful and powerful analysis of the forces driving global
politics, it is as indispensable to our understanding of American foreign policy today as the day it was
published. As former National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski says in his new foreword to the book, it
“has earned a place on the shelf of only about a dozen or so truly enduring works that provide the
quintessential insights necessary for a broad understanding of world affairs in our time.” Samuel Huntington
explains how clashes between civilizations are the greatest threat to world peace but also how an
international order based on civilizations is the best safeguard against war. Events since the publication of
the book have proved the wisdom of that analysis. The 9/11 attacks and wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have
demonstrated the threat of civilizations but have also shown how vital international cross-civilization
cooperation is to restoring peace. As ideological distinctions among nations have been replaced by cultural
differences, world politics has been reconfigured. Across the globe, new conflicts—and new
cooperation—have replaced the old order of the Cold War era. The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of
World Order explains how the population explosion in Muslim countries and the economic rise of East Asia
are changing global politics. These developments challenge Western dominance, promote opposition to
supposedly “universal” Western ideals, and intensify intercivilization conflict over such issues as nuclear
proliferation, immigration, human rights, and democracy. The Muslim population surge has led to many small
wars throughout Eurasia, and the rise of China could lead to a global war of civilizations. Huntington offers a
strategy for the West to preserve its unique culture and emphasizes the need for people everywhere to learn
to coexist in a complex, multipolar, muliticivilizational world.
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